Social

Help the children and vulnerable families from Moldova

The most sensible way to understand is not to think about why, or try to blame
someone, including ourselves, but to ask what is the remedy to our situation.
Help alleviate the suffering of children and vulnerable families in Republic of
Moldova.
Be a giver in life, and let people see the love and goodness in you. Children and
vulnerable people in Moldova need a greater level of help. Many want to live
independently for as long as possible, but they don't know how to get proper help
to reach the support they need and break the cycle of poverty. We invite you to
join us today to create opportunities, alleviate poverty and make a difference.
When you help children who are living in the poorest part of the Europe - Moldova
- you're putting hope in their hearts, providing for their physical and educational
needs, and much more.
Sponsorship through Tighina Informational Center (in state language: Centrul
Informational Tighina), TIC, is an effective way to help children in need and
vulnerable families. The beneficiaries are very thankful, and many pray for their
sponsors daily.
TIC is a not-for-profit organization (www.cit.md). Our top priority is to work with
children and vulnerable families in order to help them to help themselves to get on
in life.
The TIC relies solely on the generosity of individuals, foundations, and
corporations. It accepts gifts and cash. Every dollar/euro counts. Through your
sponsor, TIC can save lives, improve living condition for vulnerable people in
Moldova.
Please, feel to contact us if you can sponsor one or more of our current needs
below:
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• Education: uniforms and school supplies, access to libraries
• Nutrition: malnutrition screenings, feeding programs, supplements
• Community: clean-water initiatives, micro-enterprise programs and grants
• Family: household items, income-generation programs, educational opportunities
and housing
• Technical Materials (Desktop Computer, laptop, clothes; tailoring, carpentry,
masonry, wood-working, domestic electrical installations; shoes, buses, cars,
books, bicycles, motorcycles, pen and pencils, and sewing machines)
THERE ARE MANY WAYS YOU CAN HELP: sponsorships, financial resources.
For Transfer of money you can use the organization's bank accounts in dollars
and euro indicated below.
See all our projects.
Find out how you can get involved.
Contact us for more information.
Thank you to all of you who participate in our great work. Without all of you, this
would not have been possible.
Our most sincere thanks with all your team members!

Organization's bank account in dollars $ USD
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Organization beneficiary

Beneficiary
Centrul Informational Tighina

CONT USD
22511636667

Beneficiary Bank

B.C. “Moldova-Agroindbanc” S.A. Causeni Branch

SWIFT code
AGRNMD2X

Intermediary banks ($ USD)
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Bank
Count
SWIFT code

CITYBANK N.A., NEW-YORK, USA
36126158
CITIUS 33

THE BANK OF NEW YORK NEW YORK, SUA
890-0223-103
IRVTUS3N

VNESTORGBANK, MOSCOW, RUSSIAN
30112840855550000063
VTBR RU MM
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Organization's bank account in Euro

Organization beneficiary

Beneficiary
Centrul Informational Tighina

CONT USD
22511636671

Beneficiary Bank

B.C. “Moldova-Agroindbanc” S.A. Causeni Branch

SWIFT code
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AGRNMD2X

Intermediary banks (EURO)

Bank
Count
SWIFT code

COMMERZBANK AG Frankfurt, Germany
400-8865297-01
COBADEFF

DEUTSHCE BANK Frankfurt, Germany
949983110
DEUTDEFF
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UNICREDITO ITALIANO, Milano, Italy
995/2316
UNICRIT MM

Banca Nazionale del Lavoro S.p.A. Roma, Italy
250002
BNLI

Intensa SanPaolo, TORINO, ITALIA
03500/615294804121
BCITITMM

ING BANK NV Viena Branch
0 471288900
INGBATWW
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BANCO COMERCIAL PORTUGUES LISABONA, PORTUGALIA

45279471864

BCOMPTPLINT

RAIFFEISEN ZENTRALBANK CIENA, AUSTRIA
00-55.012.470
RZBAATWW

FORTIS BANK BRUSSEL BELGIA
291-1122185-89
GERABEBB

VNESTORGBANK MOSCOVA RUSIA
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K/C 30101810700000000187

БИK 044525187, ИНН 7702070139

30112978855550000016

VTBR RU MM
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